Christmas Agamograph
Template
Tis the season to be jolly and to have some fun with our free Christmas Agamograph Template!
There is something quite magical to agamographs, two perspectives, two festive pictures. With
Christmas time approaching, download and print our printable agamograph template to keep the
kids busy during the holidays.

What you will need
Christmas agamograph templates
Print paper
Printer
Colouring supplies
Scissors
Skewer (optional)

Colour the template in with
your favourite colouring
supplies – we really do
recommend markers as they
really make the designs pop!.
Ready to give it a go? Print
out our template and let’s get
crafting!

Optional:
To make things even more festive, you
can also use red glitter glue to make
the reindeer nose sparkle.

Our template images are below for a useful guide

Tip! Why not practice what colours to wish to add to these template images to
make it easier to follow when colouring in your agamograph?

How to Make your
Christmas Agamograph
Step 1
Print out the template
(you can find it at the end of this document).

Step 2.
Colour in the images. Don’t forget to match the image
colours up for each section!
Tip: We recommend using contrast colours for the
background to really make it pop - use the helpful
image template on page 1 to help you decide your
colours

Step 3
Once the images are coloured in, cut out the
agamograph around the outside edge only.

Step 4 - optional
To make the folds sharp, it’s best to score them before
folding – Use a ruler and run a skewer across the folds.
Alternatively ask an adult to help if you are using a
scoring tool or scissors.

Fold
Step 5
Once you have scored all the folds (or skipped that
step) it’s time to fold them.
Fold in a accordion fashion – from one end to the
other. Make sure the first fold is colour side up
Press down the folds, crease them to make them even
crisper as you go.

Make the sure edges
Fold facing up

All done!
Now all that’s left to do is to move it from one side to the
other to reveal both pictures!

